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Background: Breast augmentation by autologous fat transfer is an appealing
alternative in need of scientific validation.
Methods: In a prospective multicenter study, 81 women (age range, 17 to 63
years) wore the Brava device, a bra-like vacuum-based external tissue expander,
for 4 weeks and then underwent autologous fat injection using 10 to 14 needle
puncture sites into each breast in a three-dimensional fanning pattern (average,
277 ml volume injected per breast). Patients resumed Brava wear within 24 hours
for 7 or more days. Pretreatment and posttreatment breast volumes were derived
from three-dimensional volumetric reconstruction of magnetic resonance imaging scans, and outcomes were compared with a meta-analysis of six recent
published reports on autologous fat transfer breast augmentation without expansion. Follow-up ranged from 12 months to 6 years (average, 3.7 years).
Results: Breast volume was unchanged between 3 and 6 months. Seventy-one
of the treated women were compliant with Brava wear and had a mean augmentation volume at 12 months of 233 ml per breast compared with 134 ml per
breast in published series without Brava (p ⬍ 0.00001). Graft survival was 82 ⫾
18 percent compared with 55 ⫾ 18 percent without Brava (p ⬍ 0.00001). There
was a strong linear correlation (R 2 ⫽ 0.87) between pregrafting Brava expansion
and the resultant breast augmentation. There were no suspicious breast masses
or nodules. Magnetic resonance imaging recognized a 16 percent incidence of
fat necrosis easily identified at 1-year mammographic evaluation.
Conclusion: The addition of Brava expansion before autologous fat grafting leads
to significantly larger breast augmentations, with more fat graft placement, higher
graft survival rates, and minimal graft necrosis or complications, demonstrating
high safety and efficacy for the procedure. (Plast. Reconstr. Surg. 129: 1173, 2012.)
CLINICAL QUESTION/LEVEL OF EVIDENCE: Therapeutic, IV.

A

utologous fat transfer to the breast has a
long and controversial history.1,2 In 1987, a
position statement by the American Society of
Plastic Surgeons3 banned the procedure out of concern that the grafts would not survive and could lead
to calcification believed to be indistinguishable from
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cancer with the xeromammographic technology of
the time. However, radiologists today are better able
to differentiate neoplastic processes from fat
necrosis.4 – 6 Furthermore, because of many technical
refinements,7,8 autologous fat transfer today holds
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much promise in plastic surgery.9 –24 Therefore, in
2007, the American Society of Plastic Surgeons commissioned a Fat Graft Task Force that concluded that
autologous fat transfer might be used for the breast
“while the techniques and the results vary. . .. leaving
a tremendous need for high quality clinical
studies.”25 In 2009, the American Society of Plastic
Surgeons lifted the ban on fat grafting for breast
reconstruction while recommending cautious use
for augmentation26 because of concern for safety
and efficacy, given the paucity of scientific studies.
Breast augmentation with liposuctioned fat has
suffered from two fundamental limitations: the volume of fat that can be transferred in a single session
and the percentage graft survival.18 –22,27 In fact, there
seems to be an inverse relationship between the two
(i.e., the more fat grafted, the lower its survival
rate).28 Efforts at overcoming this have focused on
harvesting techniques, fat manipulation, stem cells,
and related approaches.13,17–20,23,24,27,29 –72 Most studies report 50 to 60 percent survival and an augmentation in the 100-ml range on long-term
follow-up.17–22,27 Of note, none made any attempt to
improve the quality of the recipient breast.
To preserve the graft-to-recipient interface
critical for revascularization and survival, fat grafts
have to be dispersed as microdroplets. Because in
the small breasts to be augmented there is physically no room for dispersal without crowding a
large quantity of microdroplets, we postulated that
preparation of the recipient breast by external
expansion is the key missing ingredient.
The Brava device has been on the market for
over 10 years as an external soft-tissue expander
and has demonstrated modest, permanent augmentation after long-term use.73–77 Short-term use
of Brava, however, causes a marked temporary
increase in breast size and generates a very large
fibrovascular scaffold that would be an ideal recipient for fat grafts (Khouri RK, personal observation). We undertook this multicenter, prospective, magnetic resonance imaging– documented
study to determine the safety and efficacy of
single-stage large-volume autologous fat transfer to the breast treated with the Brava external
breast expander.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
This study was designed to optimize all potential variables. This includes low-pressure atraumatic fat harvest, minimal graft manipulation, and
meticulous microdroplet grafting. Because a
larger recipient has room in which to safely graft
larger volumes and because it is well proven that
Brava expansion enlarges the recipient breast, we
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found it unethical to randomize Brava patients
versus nonexpanded controls and arbitrarily condemn women to the morbidity and risks of surgery
for a less effective procedure. Furthermore, because there are multiple recent peer-reviewed reports of autologous fat transfer breast augmentation without expansion, we elected to compare
our Brava-expanded cohort to a meta-analysis of
this well-established baseline.
On institutional review board approval (Concordia Clinical Research, Inc.; Breast Reconstruction and Augmentation with Brava Enhanced Autologous Fat Micro Grafting Protocol No. 2004-2,
IRB COMM. No. 167), 81 women (Miami Breast
Center, Key Biscayne, Fla., n ⫽ 59; Caritas-Krankenhaus St. Josef, Regensburg, Germany, n ⫽ 12;
Harley Medical Center, London, United Kingdom, n ⫽ 10) who desired breast augmentation,
were averse to implants, and who tolerated a 20minute Brava test trial in the office were enrolled
in the study. We performed 77 bilateral and four
unilateral autologous fat transfer breast augmentations on 170 breasts. Patient ages ranged from 17
to 63 years and body mass index ranged from 15
to 28 (average, 19.8). Smokers were excluded. All
enrolled were grafted despite wide variation in
compliance with the requested pregraft Brava
treatment1 and despite the fact that four patients
were noncompliant. Six patients did not return for
follow-up magnetic resonance imaging, and although self-reports indicate they are complication-free, postprocedure breast volumetric measurements were not taken. Six of the earlier
patients later underwent grafting a second time.
However, we only analyzed the outcome of their
first graft. Figure 1 shows the breakdown of the
treated and compliant patient groups.
Before Brava expansion and in phase with her
menstrual cycle, every woman underwent baseline
magnetic resonance imaging with breast coils, intravenous gadolinium contrast, and fat subtraction. The patients were asked to wear the Brava
external breast tissue expander for 10 hours/day
for 4 weeks. This preexpansion period increases
the vascularity of the recipient site.61,62,78 For the
last 36 to 48 hours, they were asked to maintain
uninterrupted expansion and come to the operating room still wearing the expander, to induce
an immediate temporary three-dimensional enhanced enlargement of the subcutaneous periglandular tissue matrix (Fig. 2).
Harvesting and grafting were performed with
the Lipografter, a closed fat harvesting, processing, and grafting device (KVAC Syringe and A-T
Valve; Lipocosm, LLC, Miami, Fla.). The fat was
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Fig. 1. Study design flowchart, showing sequence of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans, with breakdown of numbers based on
follow-up (FU) and Brava use compliance.

aspirated with a 12-hole, 2.7-mm cannula (Marina
Medical, Sunrise, Fla.) attached to a spring-activated KVAC syringe pulling a constant 300-mmHg
vacuum. The aspirate was transferred directly
from the syringe to a collection bag through a
nonclogging three-way A-T Valve and the bags
were centrifuged at 15 g for 3 minutes. The supernatant fat was then reinjected directly from the
bag using the A-T Valve in reverse using 3- to 5-ml
syringes and 2.4-mm single-sidehole blunt 15- to
25-cm reinjection cannulas. We grafted the breast
through a multitude of perimammary and periareolar needle puncture sites, injecting no more
than 1 ml per 5 cm of cannula retraction, microweaving the grafts and fanning the passes radially around each injection site. Adequate preexpansion allowed us to layer the grafts in three
planes, the immediate subdermal, the deeper mastectomy level, and an intermediate subcutaneous
plane. We avoided the peau d’orange effect of
subcutaneous overfilling. We then proceeded to
graft the subglandular tissue, the pectoral muscle,
and the subpectoral plane, strictly avoiding the
breast parenchyma. We carefully avoided localized
collections and overgrafting as assessed by tissue
turgor. A supportive conforming breast bandage
was applied at the end of the procedure.

Within 24 hours after the procedure, patients
removed all dressings, took a shower, and wore the
Brava device for the next 48 to 72 hours uninterrupted to hold up the grafts as stents during the
revascularization and early engraftment period.
On the third postoperative day, they were encouraged to return to their normal lifestyle and to wear
the Brava device only at night for 4 more days. If
Brava use was well-tolerated, they continued wearing it a few hours per day, tapering the wear over
an additional few weeks. Patients were seen on a
quarterly basis for the first year and then only on
an as-needed basis. Final follow-up was by means
of electronic mail or telephone. At 3 months after
grafting, a second magnetic resonance imaging
scan was obtained on the first 24 patients, and all
underwent final magnetic resonance imaging at 6
to 12 months. All women older than 40 years underwent mammography at 1 year complemented
by an ultrasound examination whenever indicated
by the radiologist. Two independent teams of
breast radiologists reviewed the mammograms
and magnetic resonance imaging scans.
Baseline and final breast volume measurements were derived from magnetic resonance imaging scans viewed in axial orientation with the
Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine
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Fig. 2. Magnetic resonance imaging scans of breasts with contrast in a patient before (above) and after 3 weeks of 10 hours/day
of Brava use (below). Note the enlarged parenchyma and the
marked increased vascularity in the image below (after Brava
use).

standard. The breast area was outlined for sections
at 1-mm intervals, including the skin and basing
the internal margin on consistent anatomical
landmarks (e.g., sternum, pectoralis, shoulder
features). Areas were summed to yield a volume
approximation for each breast, measured in
milliliters.79 Maximal expansion volume was derived photographically by comparing the standard
set of three poses obtained at the time of maximal
expansion on the day of surgery with two other sets
of the exact same three poses taken at the baseline
and at the final breast volume measurements, both
with known magnetic resonance imaging– derived
measurements. The injected graft volumes were
recorded during the procedure.
Statistical analysis was performed on three endpoints: augmentation volume, defined as final –
baseline breast volume measurement; percentage
augmentation, defined as [augmentation volume/
baseline] ⫻ 100; and graft survival rate, defined as
[augmentation volume/injected graft volume] ⫻ 100.
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Data extracted from six recently published clinical
studies,18 –23 which did not use expansion before
autologous fat transfer, were combined and used
as a control group (total sample size, n ⫽
335).80 – 82 Of these, four (n ⫽ 280) reported
autologous fat transfer augmentation using various means of harvesting and fat separation,18,20,21,23
and two (n ⫽ 55) used stem cell– enhanced technology (which involves the addition of processed fat and concentrated stem cells).19,22 Table 1 shows the graft retention rates based on
outcomes from these studies, with a mean graft
retention rate of 55 percent. The data for our
series were compared using paired t tests (before treatment versus after treatment). For comparison of the percentage augmentation with the
previously published pooled control group, we used
a two-sample independent-variance t test.
In addition to the comparison of the mean
retention rate and augmentation volumes of the
published autologous fat transfer control and our
autologous fat transfer plus Brava–treated groups,
a dose-response curve was developed to measure
the effect of preexpansion on fat volume transferred, using a paired t test. All enrolled women
were asked to use the Brava device for 10 hours/
day for 4 weeks. However, some were more compliant than others; and some, with involutional
atrophy, had tissues that were more compliant
than the younger, tighter nulliparous breasts.
Thus, we observed a marked variability in the
amount of pregraft breast expansion that allowed
us to build a dose-response curve of expansion
versus augmentation.
To further analyze the relationship between
expansion and augmentation, a regression analysis was performed on the sample of 75 women. The
Table 1. Analysis of Six Published Articles Using
Autologous Fat Transfer without Expansion
Reference
Zocchi and
Zuliani, 200820
Wang et al.,
200818
Yoshimura
et al., 200819
Delay et al.,
200921
Yoshimura
et al., 201022
Ueberreiter
et al., 201023
Total

Sample
Size

Mean

SEM*

Lower Upper
Limit Limit

181

0.5500 0.016

0.519

0.581

33

0.4900 0.003

0.484

0.496

40

0.5500 0.041

0.467

0.633

30

0.6500 0.013

0.624

0.676

15

0.5600 0.076

0.397

0.723

36
335

0.5168 0.020
0.5528 0.0281

0.477
0.495

0.557
0.611

*Sample variance used to compute the SEM was calculated from data
provided in the study.
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data were normalized by dividing both variables by
baseline volume. Maximal expansion/baseline
volume was used as the independent variable and
augmentation/baseline volume was used as the
dependent variable. Descriptive statistics were calculated and their relationship analyzed using
MATLAB 7.8.0 (MathWorks, Natick, Mass.) and
the function “cftool.”

RESULTS
Of the 84 women evaluated for enrollment in
the study, three (3.6 percent) were turned away for
failure to pass the Brava tolerance test in the office.
We progressively increased graft volume as we became more comfortable with the procedure. The
first 20 women were grafted conservatively with an
average of 190 ml per breast, resulting in 90 percent graft survival, whereas the latest 20 were
grafted an average of 360 ml per breast with 78
percent measured graft survival. Operating time
for the first 20 cases averaged 4 hours and later
decreased to 2 hours despite larger volumes as we
developed the Lipografter to increase harvesting
and grafting proficiency. There were no surgeryrelated complications. Average follow-up was 3.7
years (range, 12 to 75 months). Except for temporary bruising and superficial skin blisters that
healed uneventfully, there were no significant
complications, and all women returned to sedentary activities within 3 to 4 days and full activities
within 1 week, with the liposuctioned donor sites
as the only foci of morbidity. One patient developed a late (2 months postoperatively) atypical
mycobacterial infection treated successfully with
oral antibiotics and minor incision and drainage.
Six women had unplanned pregnancies within 6
months after grafting. All had normal deliveries
and breastfed. Follow-up magnetic resonance imaging scans were obtained 1 year after they
stopped breast-feeding. None of the patients developed clinically suspicious breast masses or nodules. Although some women had minor weight
fluctuations during the course of the study, the
overall average body mass index did not change.
All were very pleased with the enlargement and
improved appearance of their breasts and liposuctioned donor sites (Figs. 3 through 5).
The 3- and 6-month magnetic resonance imaging scans were essentially unchanged (p ⬎ 0.4,
paired t test), indicating that whatever graft survived at 3 months was stable. There were recognizable foci of fat necrosis in 12 of the 75 women.
At 1 year, only these same 12 women (16 percent)
showed some calcifications on mammography. All
calcifications were clearly recognizable as benign

fat necrotic foci. Because they were determined to
be not suspicious for malignancy, they required no
further intervention. Every focus of fat necrosis
identified by magnetic resonance imaging was also
recognized as a benign oil cyst by mammography,
confirming that in this series, the 1-year mammogram was as sensitive as magnetic resonance imaging for the detection of fat necrosis. Because
there was no change between the 3- and 6-month
magnetic resonance imaging scans, the subsequently enrolled 47 women had only one magnetic resonance imaging scan at a minimum
6-month follow-up (average, 1 year). One of the
6-month follow-up magnetic resonance imaging
scans was read as equivocal, requiring a repeated
study 6 months later that confirmed the benign
nature of the lesion.
Table 2 lists summary breast volumetric data of
the 71 Brava-compliant autologous fat transfer–
treated patients. The average volume of fat grafted
was 282 ml per breast, with a resultant average
augmentation of 233 ml per breast (range, 60 to
619 ml; SD, 108 ml per breast). Table 3 summarizes the published autologous fat transfer breast
augmentation control series. Based on the available data (n ⫽ 124), the mean volume of fat
grafted was 249 ml per breast, with a resultant
weighted average volume augmentation of 134 ml
per breast (range, 63 to 223 ml per breast; SD, 43
ml per breast). Statistical comparison of augmentation volumes achieved with Brava plus autologous fat transfer is significantly greater than the
published series of autologous fat transfer augmentations (p ⬍ 0.00001, two-sample independent-variance t test).
The weighted mean graft retention rate of the
published control patients (n ⫽ 335) was 55 percent, with a weighted SD of 18 percent. In our
treated patients (n ⫽ 75), the mean graft retention
rate was 78 percent (range, 0 to 129 percent).
However, the mean retention rate for the treated
compliant sample (n ⫽ 71) was 82 percent (range,
40 to 129 percent; SD, 18 percent) (p ⬍ 0.00001,
two-sample independent-variance t test).
A dose-response curve illustrating the relationship between pregrafting Brava expansion (dose)
and final breast augmentation (response) was developed. The expansion and augmentation data
were normalized by dividing each variable by baseline volume, creating a ratio plotted in Figure 6.
The correlation of determination (R2) between
the two was initially derived using the linear least
squares method. However, because there are several outliers in the data that weigh heavily on the
fit, we used the “robust fit”3 method, which de-
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Fig. 3. Images of a woman with pectus deformity and asymmetry (above), showing maximal expansion just before fat
grafting with the markings of the injection sites (center). Pectus and asymmetry have been corrected and stable augmentation has been achieved at 2.5-year follow-up (below).
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Fig. 4. A 24-year-old Asian nulliparous woman is shown before expansion (above, left) and after maximal pregrafting expansion with
markings of needle puncture sites for the grafting cannulae (above, center). Her appearance after augmentation result at 1-year
follow-up (above, right). (Below, left) Preoperative and (below, right) postoperative magnetic resonance imaging scans; note the
periglandular fat graft. Volumetric three-dimensional reconstruction documented 260 ml of augmentation per breast.

emphasizes outliers to achieve an alternative fit.
Figure 6 shows the robust fitted curve and its respective confidence interval boundaries.
Figure 7 illustrates the correlation between
preoperative Brava expansion and augmentation
volume. We subdivided the patients into four
groups depending on their expansion ratio.
Women who were not compliant and were poorly
expanded could be considered as nonexpanded
controls. They ended up with augmentation volumes comparable to the published autologous fat
transfer series, whereas those who doubled or tripled their baseline volume as a result of Brava
expansion achieved augmentation volumes comparable to moderate sized implants.

DISCUSSION
Fat grafting is an established procedure for the
face where very small volumes are grafted in a highly
vascular recipient site.32–36,46,50 –52,83– 85 It is also well
accepted for the buttocks, where larger volumes are
grafted in a large recipient site and where calcifications and nodules are less worrisome.48,86 – 88 However, fat grafting to the breast has remained controversial for two main reasons: (1) our inability to
transfer large volumes of fat in a small recipient
breast and predictably expect a high graft survival
rate, and (2) our perceived inability to distinguish

graft failure nodules and calcifications from cancer.
The inability to optimize these outcomes has
spurred a great deal of interest and experimentation. Our data show that external expansion of the
recipient breast with Brava before and after the procedure enables the physician to achieve an increase
in volume and graft survival significantly superior to
what can be achieved without it. Statistical analysis
shows that the extent of preoperative expansion is a
major determinant of final augmentation volume.
Pregrafting expansion creates a larger and
more fertile recipient matrix that will allow more
fat graft droplets to be diffusely dispersed, with
each maintaining the crucial graft-to-recipient interface contact required for revascularization.71 A
number of surgeons have shown acceptable results
using a variety of fat harvesting and preparation
methods, some often diametrically opposite to
each other.29,31,40,41,43,45,49,54,89 –114 Interestingly, the
control studies reviewed in this article used various
graft preparation methods, including stem cell–
enriched fat to yield similar results. Our experience points to the fact that the rate-limiting factor
in large-volume autologous fat transfer is the recipient site, not the graft material and its harvesting and preparation.
Large-volume autologous fat transfer is threedimensional grafting, a novel concept requiring
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Fig. 5. A 31-year-old nulliparous woman is shown before treatment (left) and at 6-month (center) and 5-year follow-up (right). Breasts
are soft, with no masses, and stable augmentation.

Table 2. Magnetic Resonance Imaging Analysis and Volumetric Statistics of 71 Treated
Brava-Compliant Patients*
Statistic
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
SD

Baseline
Volume (ml)

Maximum Expansion
Volume (ml)

Grafted
Volume (ml)

Final
Volume (ml)

Augmentation
Volume (ml)

Expansion
Volume (ml)

85
1015
371
173

250
1290
678
236

90
600
282
112

200
1230
605
223

60
619
233
108

70
741
306
130

*Greater than 20 percent expansion.

conceptual thinking akin to sowing seeds in a
field. To yield the best crop, we need to optimize
the following four components aligned in series
such that each can be rate limiting:
• The seeds (e.g., the graft, its quality, viability, fat
inductive ability).
• The planting method (e.g., the surgical technique of diffusely, evenly and atraumatically
sowing to avoid clumps, collections).
• The field (e.g., the recipient tissue, its size, its
vascularity, the presence or absence of growth
promoting factors).
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• The nurturing of the seedlings after planting
(e.g., postoperative care, immobilization, stimulation of growth).
If only one of the above components is poor,
even if all others are maximized, the final yield will
be poor. It is the least optimized of these four
components, the bottleneck factor, which becomes the rate-limiting step and the one that determines the overall result.
Before seeding, the farmer prepares the land to accept
the seeds by plowing and tilling the soil. Brava works in
a similar way. When the device is worn before the
procedure, it preexpands the recipient matrix,
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Table 3. Control Group Data
Reference
Zocchi and Zuliani, 200820
Wang et al., 200818
Yoshimura et al., 200819
Delay et al., 200921
Yoshimura et al., 201022
Ueberreiter et al., 201023
Total

Treatment

No.

Grafted* (ml)

Augmented† (ml)

Graft Survival Rate‡ (%)

SD§ (%)

AFT㛳
AFT㛳
CAL¶
AFT㛳
CAL¶
AFT㛳

181
33
40
30
15
36
335

—
275
273
—
264
184

—
129
150
—
149
110
134

55.00
49.48
55.01
65.00
56.55
51.68
55

21
2
26
7
29
12

AFT, autologous fat transfer; CAL, cell-assisted lipotransfer.
*“Grafted” involves the addition of processed fat and concentrated stem cells. The volume (ml) of fat injected into the breast area is listed.
The sample (n ⫽ 124) is the sum of the sample sizes in the studies by Wang et al.,18 Ueberrieter et al.,23 Yoshimura et al.,19 and Yoshimura
et al.22 Wang et al.’s calculations are the sum of five separate grafting procedures of between 50 and 60 ml/session, conducted 1 month apart.18
The articles by Delay et al.21 and Zocchi and Zuliani20 do not provide injected volume data.
†Growth (in milliliters) for the articles by Wang et al.18 and Yoshimura et al.19 was computed from available data. The article by Yoshimura
et al.22 explicitly provided the growth data figures. There were no volume data provided in the article by Delay et al.,21 and the growth data
for the article by Zocchi and Zuliani20 could not be computed.
‡Retention rate is the quotient of incremental growth divided by injected volume. Calculated from available data.
§Standard deviation of the mean retention rate was calculated from each control group’s available data.
㛳Patient was deemed not to have been wear compliant when there was a less than 120 percent expansion before surgery.
¶Does not enhance the grafted fat in anyway (e.g., with stem cells).

Fig. 6. Dose-response curve generated from the measure of maximal breast
expansion immediately before fat grafting (x axis) and final 1-year follow-up
magnetic resonance imaging measurement of breast augmentation volume (y axis). A strongly linear response is seen (R 2 ⫽ 0.87).

separating the tissue planes, increasing the parenchymal space, and reducing the interstitial pressure in the breast for a given level of fat injected.
Without preexpansion, the fat plays the dual role
of a graft in need of nutrients to survive and of an
internal tissue expander. This is not a serious
problem when small volumes of fat are transplanted because small amounts do not significantly affect physiologic interstitial pressure, and
meticulous graft dispersion can still preserve adequate recipient interface for oxygen and nutrient
diffusion in the early days after grafting. However,

even with the most meticulous grafting technique, increasing graft volumes has at least two
deleterious effects: (1) increased interstitial
pressure leading to decreased tissue perfusion
and less engraftment potential; and (2) decreased graft-to-recipient interface in the
crowded, recipient-isolated graft collections leading to necrosis/apoptosis of the grafts inadequately exposed to nutrients. By increasing parenchymal space, Brava expansion overcomes these
two limitations of high-volume grafting. Instead of
forcing their way under pressure to act as internal
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Fig. 7. Preoperative expansion ratio versus final augmentation
volume. Patients segregated on the basis of maximal expansion
from baseline (relative percentage), showing a strong trend for
greater augmentation with increasing maximal expansion.

expanders, the grafted cells lodge themselves into
an expanded fibrovascular scaffold and populate it.
Furthermore, as has been shown with the vacuumassisted closure device, vacuum and the mechanical
force of expansion promote angiogenesis and the
local elaboration and up-regulation of growth
factors.61,62,115–118 This increased vascularity enhances
the ability of the grafted tissues to feed and survive.
It is well established that muscle tissue with its high
capillary density is an excellent graft recipient bed
and that, the more vascular the recipient, the better
the graft survival.19,119 –121 Therefore, pregrafting
Brava preparation of the breast has dual beneficial
effects: (1) a physical effect that increases space,
reduces graft crowding and filling pressure, and generates a recipient scaffold; and (2) a biological effect
that stimulates angiogenic cytokine production to
improve engraftment.30,42,57,60,65,66,69,115,116,122–130
After soil preparation, the farmer selects the best seeds
to plant. Just like the farmer must have good seeds,
the harvesting, processing, and reinjecting of adipocytes must be performed carefully. It is in trying
to perfect these processes that most, if not all, of
the energy and resources expended in autologous
fat transfer have been focused over the past 20
years. However, no matter how much these areas
are improved with new tools, methods, and technologies, they probably will never compensate for
the rate-limiting factors of recipient-site adequacy,
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interstitial pressure, and graft revascularization.
These bottlenecks will remain.
Finally, after preparing the land and sowing good
seeds, they must be nurtured. Reapplying vacuum immediately after the procedure plays a similar role;
the vacuum immobilizes the grafts to allow neovascularization and stimulates the proliferation of
the engrafted cells.117,118,131–134 From the face-grafting experience, it is well known that fat grafts in
the mobile periorbital region are not as successful
as grafts to other less mobile areas. At the very
least, immediate postgraft immobilization is crucial. Using Brava postoperatively at low steady
pressure helps nurture the graft by immobilizing
it as a stent, protecting it from external trauma and
keeping open millions of tiny “Morrison growth
chambers,”135,136 which have been proven experimentally to stimulate fat graft growth. Furthermore, as has been reported, unless vascularization
takes place within a relatively short period, cells do
not survive.
Our multicenter prospective study reveals a
strong dose-dependent effect of preoperative expansion to final augmentation. Statistics provide
more than 80 percent certainty that the final augmentation will be approximately 70 percent of the
peak Brava expansion. This takes away the unpredictability factor that has plagued autologous fat
transfer. It also makes the patient responsible for
her result and stimulates her to comply with
Brava.137 Compliant women achieve augmentation
volumes comparable to those of implants in a single-stage (⬍2 hours), incisionless procedure. The
procedure yields a natural appearing breast with
the ability to correct deformities and shape the
breast better than any “anatomical” implant.
Use of the Brava device is painless. Pain is an
alarm for tissue injury, and at its earliest hint, the
woman is asked to simply remove the domes. However, the use of Brava has been criticized as “difficult,” prompting surgeons to promote the practice of autologous fat transfer without Brava,
especially in women with involutional atrophy.
Unfortunately, these practitioners fail to understand the concepts of three-dimensional grafting
and that of the farmer elaborated above. Loose,
atrophied breasts have a lax skin envelope, but
they still have the same parenchymal tissue density. Thus, a small loose breast is still a small recipient breast, and attempts to overfill that small
dense tissue will invariably lead to crowding and
graft loss. To avoid crowding, the interstitial space
has to be spread open and a fertile recipient fibrovascular matrix has to be prepared with Brava
expansion. Admittedly, loose breasts are more me-
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chanically compliant and will respond very effectively to the Brava expansion. Thus, to give these
women the best result possible in a single grafting
session, it is best to convince them of the benefit
of Brava and to provide them with encouragement
and support during the expansion process. A very
compliant patient with very compliant tissues can
expand by 150 percent in 10 to 14 days and expect
to double her original breast volume to yield an
autologous tissue augmentation in the 300-ml
range in a single, incisionless, outpatient procedure lasting less than 2 hours. In 2007, Del Vecchio visited our center and subsequently reproduced our results independently. Using a slightly
different protocol of Brava preexpansion and fat
grafting, he and coauthor Bucky recently published this initial experience that supports our
findings.138
Brava wear requires discipline and a commitment. If a woman cannot commit to a few weeks
of Brava wear, the surgical alternatives are as follows: (1) proceed with an autologous fat transfer
procedure without Brava and accept a modest augmentation in the 100- to 150-ml range; (2) subject
herself to repeated autologous fat transfer procedures to achieve what she would have obtained in
one stage had she used Brava; and (3) commit to
a lifetime with implants. Typically, patients who
opt for Brava plus autologous fat transfer are disciplined and more educated; these are crucial requirements for compliance. It is no surprise therefore
that 86 percent of the women in our series have at
least a college degree and that 20 percent are in
the medical field or are immediate family of physicians and that four are radiologists.
Liposuction and breast augmentation consistently top the list of the most commonly performed
aesthetic surgery procedures. Brava plus autologous
fat transfer provides both at the same time. It is a
two-for-one procedure, as we most often removed fat
from where it is unwanted and put it where it is
desirable, fulfilling the age-old dream of total body
reshaping without a single incision.
As to the primordial issue of patient safety, in
our 6 years of experience with 170 breasts augmented with Brava plus autologous fat transfer,
our main complication was one atypical bacterial
infection that was treated successfully and healed
with no significant sequelae. We also had one magnetic resonance imaging scan that showed an
equivocal lesion, and that breast was cleared on
follow-up study. This 1.3 percent (one of 75) is an
expected false-positive rate of breast magnetic resonance imaging.139 It is important to note that,
although there were a few fat necrotic foci, these

were readily identified and that none of the patients had suspicious lesions requiring biopsy. This
confirms recent reports that modern breast imaging technology can almost always distinguish a
fat necrotic nodule from a neoplastic lesion. Radiologists are now realizing that quite to the contrary of obscuring the breast, autologous fat transfer adds to the breast a radiolucent tissue that
renders it less dense.
Finally, some skeptics have perniciously raised
the possibility that autologous fat transfer could
cause or enhance breast cancer. In humans, there
is absolutely no scientific support for that claim,
even theoretical. The American Society of Plastic
Surgeons task force did not find any, and it would
be preposterous to claim that a patient’s own tissues harvested from one site and transferred to
another site, as is, without any manipulation would
become a carcinogen. This indictment shatters
the very core of plastic surgery, as the tissue transfer specialty. We have been transferring massive
amounts of fat into cancer-prone residual postmastectomy defects with no shred of evidence that
this leads to an increase in recurrence rate. Furthermore, careful epidemiologic review of the
French and Italian experiences with autologous
fat transfer to hundreds of highly cancer-prone
irradiated lumpectomy defects followed for 10
years did not reveal any increase in cancer
recurrence.27,140 Recent reviews have confirmed
the oncologic safety of autologous fat transfer,141
and although women should always monitor their
breasts, this is not an issue that should deter the
acceptance of this highly satisfactory alternative
and most natural method of breast augmentation.

CONCLUSIONS
More than 20 years after the American Society
of Plastic Surgeons banned fat grafting to the
breast, the debate and controversy surrounding
this procedure can be laid to rest. Our study shows
that Brava breast expansion enables the transfer of
large volumes of fat in a single session safely and
effectively while ensuring a very high survival rate,
with augmentation volumes comparable to implants and the added benefit of a more natural
appearance and feel. This radiographically monitored long-term follow-up of a large prospective
multicenter study establishes a benchmark and a
platform for further potential improvements.
Roger K. Khouri, M.D.
Miami Breast Center
580 Crandon Boulevard
Key Biscayne, Fla. 33149
drkhouri@miamibreastcenter.com
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